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Presentation
Matsumoto: Now, we will start 1Q Financial Results Briefing for the Fiscal Year Ended March 2020 of Monex
Group, Inc.
First of all, I would like to briefly give an overview, then Mr. Hasuo, CFO, will discuss some analysis, and then
I would like to take your questions after I talk a little again.

In a word, the Japanese stock market is extremely illiquid, and I think it is a difficult situation, whether the
environment is very adverse or severe. We have five segments: Japan, US, Asia Pacific, Crypto Asset, and
Investment. The three major segments: US, Crypto Asset, and Japan have achieved solid profits.
In general, Japanese securities companies’ portfolios are inevitably heavily influenced by Japan's securities
markets. But for us, our operations also include the US and Crypto Asset businesses, which are performing
firmly. Along with that, we intend to establish three pillars by either reorganizing or strengthening the
securities business in Japan.
In 2011, we launched the Global Vision and acquired TradeStation, which is the sixth largest online securities
company in the United States. Since then, interest rates and volatility have declined significantly, leading to a
deficit. But we turned this loss into a profit two or three years ago, and now we have grown to become an
earner, the most profitable segment of the Group.
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In the autumn of 2017, we announced our “New Beginning,” meaning the creation of new finance and
concepts using blockchains and other resources. In this context, Coincheck joined the Group in April 2018.
Since then, we have incurred costs due to the strengthening of our internal control system and security, while
the market has become extremely calm, and this resulted in a deficit. However, we have achieved profitability
as a result of controlling costs, adding new currencies, and the return of the market.
Although the business environment in Japan is quite severe, we are making a solid profit, and we are now in
a situation where these three pillars are in place.
Against this backdrop, today we have announced our own share purchase of up to 4.0 billion yen or 10 million
shares.

Page five shares our perception of these three pillars: US, Crypto Asset, and Japan. The US segment is growing
steadily at any rate, and as I will explain later, it is becoming increasingly independent of volatility. As a result,
the number of accounts is steadily increasing, and we expect the business and profits to continue to grow in
the future.
We are slated to launch a crypto business and virtual currencies business in October of this year via a company
called TradeStation Crypto, Inc. in the US, and we are currently preparing for this.
As I mentioned earlier, Crypto Asset increased costs by strengthening the internal control system and cyber
security, et cetera, in response to requests from the Financial Services Agency after the acquisition, while on
the other hand, the market became quiet. In January of this year, the business was registered, and then the
cost was controlled firmly. This was the first new currency to be added in Japan since a series of stricter
regulations. The number of accounts also grew very steadily, with the rapid growth of those accounts, the
addition of new currencies, and the booming market leading to a surplus.
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I will talk about this later, but we are bullish about virtual currencies as a whole. There are many new topics
regarding not only the markets, the Libra of Facebook, and so on, but also FATF or strengthened regulations
by global regulatory teams. We believe that these factors will increase the confidence and popularity of virtual
currencies. In the future, we believe that virtual currencies will grow steadily, and that Coincheck and our
Crypto Asset businesses will also grow greatly, in terms of both profits and revenue.
In Japan, the liquidity situation has fallen to the same level as that seen at the time of the Noda administration.
However, Monex Securities is actively pursuing such initiatives as collaborating with Coincheck and making
minimum fees for US equity services free, which is an overwhelming advantage. By doing so, we aim to expand
our customer base.
At the same time, we are working to strengthen our other businesses, aside from Japanese stock brokerage
commissions in the Japan segment, so that we can earn profits as soon as possible without problems, even
when Japanese stocks are illiquid.
On the other hand, as I will talk about later, we are not simply commenting on the illiquidity of Japanese
stocks. Rather, we intend to continue or further strengthen our efforts to take the initiative in improving the
situation, using the Monex Activist Forum, which began at the beginning of the year.

Page six shows a simple summary of the five segments. Segment profit in Japan is 0.5 billion yen. US recorded
the largest segment profit of 0.6 billion yen. Crypto Asset also posted a profit of 0.14 billion yen for the reasons
mentioned earlier.
From here on, Mr. Hasuo, CFO, will discuss the analysis of numbers.
Hasuo: I’m Hasuo. Now, I would like to explain the results in numerical terms.
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First, this is a year-on-year comparison. First of all, revenues declined by around 4% year-on-year. Net profit
was approximately 30% down year-on-year. Income before income taxes, however, increased from the same
period of the previous fiscal year. This is the result of some special tax factors in the first quarter of the
previous year.
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Looking at the results by segment, we see that the greatest contribution to the overall increase was made by
the Crypto Asset business, which achieved profitability for the first time. This contributed significantly to the
Group's earnings.
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I would like to explain more detail about the quarter-on-quarter comparison, which is shown on page 19. Total
operating revenue after deducting financial expenses was up 8% compared with the previous quarter.
Furthermore, we posted a net profit of 0.849 billion yen, which was a loss in the previous quarter, and we
were able to post a solid profit in the current quarter.
In the previous quarter, we recorded a loss due to some impairment losses, et cetera in the Japan segment,
as a special factor. However, in the current quarter, we recorded a profit because there were no such special
factors.
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This is slide shows the figures for each segment. First, in the Japan segment, in terms of topline operating
revenue, there was a slight decline. As for profit, there was a special factor in the fourth quarter, but in the
first quarter, the results were positive.
The US segment saw a slight increase in sales, but a slight decrease in profit.
In addition, the Crypto Asset segment was profitable.
Looking at the horizontal comparison by segment, in terms of the absolute amount of profit, the US segment
recorded the highest revenue in both the first quarter and the fourth quarter of the previous fiscal year.
The bottom shows EBITDA and this indicates how profitable we are. Both the Japan segment and the US
segment recorded EBITDA of approximately 1.5 billion yen in this quarter, and I believe that both of these
segments constitute the core of our earnings power.
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Let me now turn to the earnings analysis of the Japan segment. In the Japan segment, trading volume of
individual traders in the market has declined to below 1 trillion yen, the lowest level in seven years. Against
this backdrop, brokerage commissions declined.
Nevertheless, net financial income slightly underpinned the balance. As dividend income from stock lending
increased, which was partially due to seasonal factors, however, net financial income became positive, and
quarterly total operating revenue after deducting financial expenses and cost of sales was slightly negative as
a whole.
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Regarding SG&A, on the other hand, the level of expenses clearly dropped from this first quarter. Overall,
SG&A expenses decreased by about 9% year-on-year, but the biggest factor was a decline in depreciation
expenses within system related expenses. This figure was down by about 0.35 billion yen, but this was due to
the recording of the impairment loss mentioned earlier in the previous fiscal year and a partial review of the
depreciation period, which resulted in a decrease in system related expenses.
As a result, SG&A expenses were kept to around 5.2 billion, and the Japan segment was able to post solid
profits. Other factors, including curtailment of advertising expenses and other contributions, contributed to
the segment's profitability.
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This shows the results of the US segment. The Dow market as a whole was trying to achieve its record-high.
Volatility is declining on a closing price basis, but there has been a significant increase in intraday volatility,
which has resulted in an 8% increase in brokerage commissions.
And speaking about net financial income, as short-term interest rates have been rising in the US for a long
time, this has resulted in a six-quarter increase in net financial income, which has resulted in an overall
increase of around 1%.
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Regarding SG&A expenses, they slightly increased due to an increase in commissions paid as a result of an
increase in transactions. This represents a total increase of about 4%.
The amortization and depreciation expenses appear to be increasing. Due to the adoption of IFRS16, which
has been applied since the current fiscal year, some leased assets are recorded as amortization and
depreciation expenses. This reclassification caused other expenses to reduce and depreciation expenses to
increase. As a result, the total amount of amortization and depreciation expenses remains unchanged. That
amount is about 0.7 million dollars.
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Lastly, is Crypto. From this fiscal year, we have also added a slide for the explanation of Crypto. According to
the data on the slide showing the trend of the transaction of bit coins, compared with the previous quarter,
we can see that the market has increased roughly 2.4 times. Against this backdrop, we are seeing a four-fold
increase in revenues from Coincheck.
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By the way, the first quarter looks comparatively high, and the first quarter in the previous fiscal year also
looks comparatively high. These details are explained on page 17. In the first quarter of the previous fiscal
year, we had decided to abolish the handling of four currencies, and because some of the revenue from the
sale was recorded in this quarter, we have seen a lot of profit.
Going back to page 25, if you exclude this amount, you can see an increase in the number of currencies
handled and a gradual increase in revenue as a virtual currency exchange business while following such a
process.
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Finally, this is the cost of the Crypto segment. This was down about 18% from the previous quarter. There has
been a temporary increase in costs due to the use of various security measures, but we will continue to invest
in this matter. On the other hand, due to the ongoing efforts to steadily reduce costs and expenses, expenses
decreased by about 18% in the current quarter, which is the first quarter. This was mainly due to the
achievement of a decrease in outsourcing expenses.
I will conclude my explanation here.
Matsumoto: Please let me add a little more. Looking back at page 20, the top line is almost the same both for
Japan and the US, which are 5.5 billion yen and 4.9 billion yen, respectively. Their income before income taxes
were 4.5 billion yen and 6.2 billion yen, with 1.5 billion yen and 1.4 billion yen in EBITDA. The online securities
business for the Japan and US segments is almost the same in size, both on the topline and on the bottomline.
Topline of Crypto Asset has also been growing significantly and came to 1.274 billion yen. What I have in my
head is that we can’t just stand at the same level, but have to grow the Japan, US, and Crypto segments.
The US segment is expected to grow steadily, and Crypto is also expected to grow rapidly, but the Japan
segment is facing many challenges. To tackle those, I have some ideas, such as diversification and some others,
which I can’t specifically discuss at this point. But I would like to firmly strengthen Japan's business while
having the US and Crypto businesses perform strongly and serve as the engines. As a result, I hope that the
three pillars of Japan, US, and Crypto segments, will be firmly established.
Again, I would like you to understand that our business portfolio is not only our Japanese online securities
company alone, but also the US online securities business and the Crypto Asset business.
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For pages 30 and beyond, I will talk briefly and then start the Q&A session.

On page 32, on the lower left Monex SP Trust, Inc. is shown. Several weeks ago, we purchased a company
called Shiawase Partners Trust Co., Ltd. Amid the 100-Year Life and pension problems, we believe that it is
necessary to respond earnestly to the super-aged society, including will trusts, etc. Our group’s customers will
be steadily aging, so that they will become a truly core customer segment for Monex Securities. We will work
to be able to respond to this situation in a solid manner.
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The Activist Forum on page 33 has been in place since the beginning of the year. Japan's stock markets have
been in a severe situation with liquidity falling to the level of the Noda administration, seven years ago, and
the situation on Monday this week was even worse.
Liquidity is low, PBR is low, and the Tokyo Stock Exchange looks like a giant private equity market. Mothers
also looks like the Series A market from a global standpoint, and the situation is not very lively.
We have been holding this Activist Forum since the beginning of the year, not just looking at the situation,
but taking the initiative to revitalize it. We were asked a question in the media presentation that the US and
Crypto businesses are going well, but what will we do with the Japan business under these circumstances?
Are you expecting poor results?
Now, rather than leave it alone, we, as a securities company, have taken the lead in making a variety of
recommendations on the Japanese stock market, and I would like to contribute to the revitalization of the
market. I would like to explain the details in a concrete manner at some point.
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On page 34, regarding the situation in the US segment, as you can see from the graph, the number of accounts
and assets in custody are steadily increasing.
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On page 35, the line graph on the lower left shows the trend of VIX. We have succeeded in improving our
business structure by keeping profits unchanged, even if volatility declines. This is attributed to two factors:
the strengthening of derivatives and options trading, and the considerable expansion of the rebranded
customer base. These do not rely on volatility. Traditionally, TradeStation has had super-active traders and
has relied heavily on volatility, but now this dependency has been reduced.
The graph on the right shows net interest income. There is a mechanism that allows US securities firms to
make higher profit with higher short-term interest rates, but there is no preconceived view at this moment.
It is said that the Fed will lower interest rates shortly, but as you can see, there has been a significant increase
in net interest income in the previous fiscal year and the fiscal year before that. We believe that this year,
even if the Fed cuts short-term interest rates in the way anticipated by the market, we will still have higher
net financial income than the previous fiscal year.
At TradeStation, therefore, I believe that the overall level of net interest income will be at a very high level,
and that it will be possible to do so even if there is a Fed problem.
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Skipping page 36, as the situation of Crypto and Coincheck on the left of page 37 shows, assets in custody are
growing in a way that matches the rise in the price of virtual currencies. As shown on the right, the app has
2.5 million downloads, 1.880 million registered users, and new users with ID confirmed of 0.9 million.
Currently, among virtual currency exchangers in Japan, we are once again growing the number of new users
with ID confirmed at the fastest pace.
This customer base is roughly the same size as Monex Securities. They are flawed, and Coincheck is larger for
some indicators, and Monex Securities is larger for others, but they are roughly equal for others.
We will discuss this in the next page, so please notice that the assets in custody on the left are worth
approximately 100.0 billion yen in virtual currencies alone.
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On page 38, the addition of Monacoin in June was the first new currency in Japan after the tightening of
regulations. We are working to expand the business in this way. On the other hand, there have been hackings
at BITPoint Japan recently. Against the backdrop of the situation, we have reduced the upper holding limit in
hot wallets to 2.5 billion yen, and this had been lowered since before the BITPoint hackings happened.
In the case of BITPoint, I believe this was about 13% to 14% of the value of coins in custody. In the case of
Coincheck, since the value of coins in custody is about 100.0 billion yen, the 2.5 billion yen shown here
represents about 2.5%. Going forward, we will continue to lower that, or manage that.
This doesn’t mean that what is inside the hot wallet is risky. We have been implementing solid security
measures to our hot wallet, which of course, we consider safe. The size of our capital is much larger than that
of the BITPoint group from the point of view of general investors and Monex Group shareholders.
On the other hand, regarding hot wallet, we have written it to ensure that investors in general feel
comfortable, even if they are unfamiliar with virtual currencies, because the perceived risks are smaller than
those in general. We are confident that we will be able to safeguard what we store in the hot wallet. We are
taking appropriate measures to ensure such security. This is what we are doing.
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Page 39 explains Monex Cryptocurrency Lab. As I might have mentioned in the previous briefing session, Ms.
Nana Otsuki, Director, has submitted a paper to a journal published in the US. She is almost the only
researcher in the world who is seriously analyzing capital markets and virtual currencies together, and is
currently working to obtain a PhD in blockchain and virtual currencies.
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Pages 40 and 41 show the status of our investments in startup companies within MV I, et cetera. The righthand side of this page shows blockchain relationships. Most are overseas, and we are investing in the world's
promising and well-known blockchain startups. Page 41 shows the status of investment in startups at Monex
Ventures, et cetera.
We do not believe that the Japanese stock market is very bright, but in our group, the US segment is very
strong and continues to grow steadily. With regard to virtual currencies, we turn a deficit into a solid surplus.
As to the future outlook, as Libra has become a topic of concern, it will spark a storm of controversy in the
world, and will eventually come into its own.
While FATF, Financial Action Task Force, has tightened regulations for virtual currencies, it will continually
strengthen its trust in virtual currencies and security, gaining popularity and trust, and becoming increasingly
active in virtual currency businesses. Coincheck, which has a very large client base, will greatly benefit from
this, and both revenues and profits will grow significantly. So, the US and Crypto segments have very positive
and optimistic outlooks.
While the Japan segment is experiencing a severe situation, we are making a profit. We are working to
establish a structure as soon as possible that allows the Japan segment to generate surplus, even if brokerage
commissions for Japanese stocks are zero.
In addition, we will actively take on initiatives such as Activist Forum to firmly revitalize the Japanese stock
market. I would like to do that.
Now, I would like to conclude our presentation here and start to take your questions.
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Question & Answer
Matsumoto: If you have a question, please raise your hand. Does anybody have questions?
Participant: I have a couple of questions. The first point is about the prospects for quarterly expenses in each
segment, focusing on fixed expenses.
Perhaps the first quarter will no longer have a special factor, so please tell us how to look at it in the future.
That is the first point.
The second point is the monthly trend of the Crypto segment. How did trading volume and revenue fluctuate
in April, May, and June? I would like you to tell us about the monthly trends, taking into account the situation
in July, if possible.
Third, you said you intend to actively take actions to revitalize the market under this harsh situation, and its
details can’t be clarified at this point. However, could you tell us just the rough image of that? For example, is
it something done by the Company alone, or by partnering with somebody else?
Finally, regarding stock repurchases. Until last year, I think ToSTNeT had not been included in this purchase
method. This time, ToSTNeT-3 is also included. Please tell us about your intentions. Is there a specific seller?
Or is there any specific reason behind that? This is all.
Matsumoto: I think expenses in the first segment have remained almost unchanged. It has been flat for some
time in Japan, but when the depreciation of our backbone system GALAXY is over, new investments start, so
there’s some drop, but it’s not a sharp drop. However, it is still a few years from now, and I think it will remain
flat for the time being.
The business in US is well-managed based on TradeStation Crypto, Inc. which just started operation. With the
exception of that, the expenses essentially remain unchanged, but since this is operated in the US, variable
costs include performance-linked bonuses and other expenses, and the US also tends to increase variable
costs as the top line increases. I think there is some fluctuation as profits increase, variable costs also increase,
but the basic situation remains unchanged.
However, please note that we invest in TradeStation Crypto, Inc. We are already investing now, but I don't
remember a detailed schedule of capitalization. I think that the costs have not yet increased so much, but
once the business has actually started, I think that part of it will come out as expenses.
This cost is not a large amount. Crypto is so volatile in volume anyway, and accordingly fluctuation in SG&A
expenses is extremely wide. So, based on our experience in Coincheck, we have designed TCI, TradeStation
Crypto, Inc. to make almost all of expenses variable, so that it will not be too troublesome even when there
is very little trading. So, it is not a great expense.
Then, the second question, Crypto's bimonthly activity status showed a sudden increase after the series of
holidays in May. There are a number of reasons for this, but perhaps the biggest reason is some of President
Trump’s comments, which triggered a plummet in stock prices. To date, some people who buy Bitcoin
purchase a family office on their own.
Virtual currency was a stand-alone asset. But then, stocks were sold. If the correlation function for every asset
such as stocks and bonds increases after the Lehman shock when stocks were sold, you want to move to
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uncorrelated assets in the aftermath of this fear. When the US stocks were sold right after the holiday, money
appeared to move to Crypto from there. It seemed to have a big impact.
In addition, there were reports that Yale University had begun to invest in virtual currencies. Or, although
FATF strengthened regulations, so-called travel rules, on Bitcoin in various ways, that has contrarily led to a
sense of security, as I mentioned earlier.
In addition, the Libra was announced. There is a fairly strong correlation between the number of virtual
currencies accounts and the prices of the Bitcoin and other currencies. This may sound like common sense,
but this was first advocated by Ms. Otsuki. As a result, amid the announcements of the Libra, the price of the
Bitcoin rose sharply amid expectations of an increase in the number of people who trade virtual currencies
worldwide. This is why the number of transactions has jumped from mid-May to June.
July is not a fever like May or June, and it has recently become quiet, but it has still entered a different category
than before the holidays. In terms of liquidity, rather than price, it seems to have entered a different territory
from before the holidays. Although the situation has been somewhat calm, it has become much more active
than before the holidays.
Some people may think we should take active initiatives by partnering with others to revitalize the Japanese
market, but this is not the kind of joint asset design forum of the four online brokerages we've been doing,
and this should be basically carried out on our own. In our activities, however, there may be some partners
and others who work with us. But this is different from what we do in the form of a forum. We will be the one
who takes the initiative.
With regard to share repurchases, the description of ToSTNeT-3 doesn’t mean anything special. It hasn’t been
written before, but we just put it as a general cautionary statement, as a formality.
Participant: How should we take the cost of the Crypto segment?
Matsumoto: Crypto is now steadily reducing costs for Coincheck. As I explained in this presentation, we have
curtailed fixed costs from around spring, and will continue for the time being. So, I believe fixed costs will
continue to decrease until October.
However, these costs may rise slightly, depending on the market conditions. Unlike the securities business,
this does not mean paying money to a certain exchange. Most of operation is managed in Coincheck, so there
is little cost, even if business becomes active. Of course, there are some things that go up, such as
communications costs and server usage fees, but there are only a few.
Depending on market conditions and social environments, we may begin to spend money on advertising, and
naturally, it is possible that variable costs will increase depending on the environment.
Participant: If fixed costs continue to be reduced until October, how much decrease is expected, compared
to the current situation?
Matsumoto: The cost for this quarter is 1.127 billion yen, so when divided by 3, it is 0.38 billion yen. I think a
12% could be reduced. We would like to reduce this figure by more than 10% compared to the average figure
for the first quarter.
Participant: Thank you.
Matsumoto: Is there anything else?
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Participant: I have a detailed question, about the prospects for future revenues of Crypto's business. After
the total volume of the world's markets increased by 2.4 times, operating revenues quadrupled. Is the reason
for this that booked revenues from some positions at the end of the period were added, and revenues
increased more than the volume of that market?
Or, as you mentioned earlier, for example, Crypto has a structure in which it constantly outperforms the entire
market in terms of volume, by keeping companies that have some real demand, for example, and constantly
maintaining a flow that exceeds the market. I hope that you will be able to answer that to the extent possible.
Matsumoto: I think there are two things. We are not doing any special things, but there are two things. The
first is that in Coincheck, margin trading is not carried out, so this is a long position for an individual. In
Coincheck, what happens then is that when prices go up, trading volume increases. This is very similar to the
feature of Monex Securities, compared to other online brokers. In essence, business of companies that do
nothing more than margin trading does not change much, whether the market goes up or down. But
companies that have a lot of trading in actuals start to turn over as the market goes up. That happened.
Second, the Coincheck business simply represents retail volume. I don't know the amount of trading volume
in Japan per month. It might include the volume of trading between businesses. I don’t know that for sure
because there is no way to confirm that. If this is the case, there will be a yield, and if we look at only retail
transactions, there will be a slight discrepancy. I believe there are two parts that will cause a slight discrepancy.
In particular, in the situation where the market has risen, as in this case, I feel that the difference has been
large.
The number of new accounts for Coincheck has increased considerably during this period. Currently, the
growth in the number of new users with ID confirmed is the largest in Japan. So, I believe that the rapid growth
in the number of new accounts is also a factor behind this growth rate.
Is there anything else? No more questions?
As I mentioned at the beginning, we are not a Japanese online securities company, but a company that
provides business globally. The US was struggling with a decline in interest rates and volatility. However, the
situation is that it has become the most profitable because it has improved firmly, and it has also improved
its business structure.
We are one of the few publicly traded companies in the world with a moderately sized Crypto business. There
are probably only a few companies. I think there are less than five companies, but one of our characteristics
is that Crypto has been growing in the black, with a firm control over costs. By responding to Japan's challenges
in the future, we will firmly establish the three pillars of the US, Crypto, and Japan, and create corporate value
unmatched by other companies.
Thank you very much for your attention, today.
[END]
______________
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believes to be reliable, but the accuracy of this transcript is not guaranteed by us and this transcript does not
purport to be a complete or error-free statement or summary of the available data. Accordingly, SCRIPTS Asia
does not warrant, endorse or guarantee the completeness, accuracy, integrity, or timeliness of the
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ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE, FREEDOM FROM BUGS, SOFTWARE
ERRORS OR DEFECTS, AND ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.
None of SCRIPTS Asia’s content (including event transcript content) or any part thereof may be modified,
reproduced or distributed in any form by any means, or stored in a database or retrieval system, without the
prior written permission of SCRIPTS Asia. SCRIPTS Asia’s content may not be used for any unlawful or
unauthorized purposes.
The content of this document may be edited or revised by SCRIPTS Asia at any time without notice.
Copyright © 2018 SCRIPTS Asia Inc. (“SCRIPTS Asia”), except where explicitly indicated otherwise. All rights
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